COMMERCIAL

FL-2000 Closed Cell Wall Insulation

Benefits:
- Seamless Air Barrier
- Energy Cost Savings
- High Insulation R-value
- Resists Mold Growth
- Adds Structural Strength
- Environmentally Friendly
FL-2000 Wall Insulation is a Closed Cell Spray Foam Insulation and Air Barrier System that has become the industry standard for providing the ultimate building envelope performance. Safe, eco-friendly and energy efficient, LaPolla’s FL-2000 Wall Insulation is a breakthrough technology in moisture and thermal management.

FL-2000 Wall Insulation is a two component system that, when installed following application guidelines, adheres tenaciously to almost any material and minimizes air leakage for increased energy efficiency. FL-2000 Wall Insulation delivers positive proven results when applied to commercial buildings, storage warehouses, tanks, pipelines and other structures.

With the elimination of air infiltration, HVAC equipment can be downsized bringing immediate dollar-savings. FL-2000 Wall Insulation also helps control moisture condensation, it won’t shrink or settle, and it’s fire and insect-resistant with an ASTM E-84 Class I rating at 4”. With Closed Cell Spray Foam drafts are virtually eliminated so it’s easier to maintain a more uniform indoor temperature. Verify your local codes for interior application and thermal barrier requirements.

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES

• SEAMLESS PROTECTIVE ENVELOPE
• ELIMINATES AIR INFILTRATION
• EXCELLENT ADHESION
• IMMEDIATE ENERGY SAVINGS
• REDUCES THERMAL BRIDGING
• REDUCES CONVECTION CURRENTS WITHIN WALLS

• INCREASED RACKING STRENGTH
• CONTINUOUS AIR BARRIER
• REDUCES HEATING/COOLING COSTS
• ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
• RESISTS MOLD GROWTH
• REDUCES ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND CAN PAY FOR ITSELF OVER TIME

FOAM-LOK 2000 Wall Insulation is the right choice for more reasons than its 6.2 R-value. As an air infiltration and moisture barrier it’s an invaluable asset that provides protection as well as cost savings on many levels.

Our Promise to You... Quality Every Time.

Contact us today and allow our sales specialists to assist you in project planning with FOAM-LOK 2000 Wall Insulation.

LaPolla Industries, Inc.
www.FoamLok.com     1-888-4-LAPOLLA